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Overview

Healthy Forests & Healthy Air – gaining
the benefits of prescribed fire while
protecting air quality
Smoke Summit II Recap – February 2015
 Final Report Recommendations and
Actions
 Status and Upcoming

Panel for questions and discussion
 Frank Sorrells, Georgia Forestry Commission
 Rick Gillam, EPA Region 4, Air Analysis and
Support Branch
 Mark Melvin, Joseph W. Jones Ecological
Research Center
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24-hr PM2.5 Map
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Counties Where Measured Ozone is Above Proposed Range of
Standards (65 – 70 parts per billion)

358 counties would violate 70 parts per billion (ppb)
200 additional counties would violate 65 ppb for a total
of 558

Based on 2011 – 2013 monitoring data
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Smoke Summit II
Jones Center, February 18-20, 2015
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Summit II Focus Area Topics

 During the Summit, discussion centered on 3
Focus Areas that are being targeted for actions
over the next 1-2 years.
 Topic 1: Identify Southeast-specific prescribed fire and air
quality goals and issues that could help inform EPA’s reevaluation of the Exceptional Events Rule, air quality
standards, and fire policies
 Topic 2: Identify information needs and data gaps relevant to
fire activity and emission production from prescribed fires. How
can states provide best data to EPA for emission modeling?
 Topic 3: Identify communication, outreach and education
opportunities that will improve coordination between air and
forestry staffs across agencies
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Topic 1: Identify Southeast-specific prescribed fire
and air quality goals and issues that could help
inform EPA’s re-evaluation of the Exceptional Events
Rule, air quality standards, and fire policies
 Recommendation:
Conduct a scientific study
that shows the correlation
between Prescribed Fire
and Air Quality in the
Southeast
 Action: NC DENR will pilot
an analysis of prescribed
fire data from monitors in
NC
 Action: Alan Long
(Southern Fire Exchange)
will prepare a proposal for
a Joint Fire Sciences
Program (JFSP) grant
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Topic 1: Identify Southeast-specific prescribed fire
and air quality goals and issues that could help
inform EPA’s re-evaluation of the Exceptional Events
Rule, air quality standards, and fire policies
 Recommendation:
Assist EPA air quality rule
makers in determining
definitions of fire
terminology and
minimum “Basic Smoke
Management Practices
(BSMPs)”
 Action: Summit II
participants suggested
NWCG fire terminology
definitions and NRCS’s
recommendations for
BSMPs would be good
places to start
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Topic 2: Identify information needs and data gaps
relevant to fire activity and emission production
from prescribed fires. How can states provide best
data to EPA for emission modeling?
Recommendation: Evaluate
EPA’s NEI Fire Emissions Data
developed using
SmartFire/Blue Sky to
determine data quality and
reconcile the differences
between state calculations
and those produced by
SmartFire/Blue Sky
 Action: Dave Frederick
(Southern Group of State
Foresters) will talk with Scott
Goodrick (U.S. Forest Service
Research Scientist) about
how this recommendation
might be accomplished
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Topic 2: Identify information needs and data gaps
relevant to fire activity and emission production
from prescribed fires. How can states provide best
data to EPA for emission modeling?
Recommendation:
Investigate the ability to
coordinate fire data
being collected across
the South using existing
mechanisms like
FAMWEB (NASF) or IRWIN
 Action: Rick Gillam will
look into this by first
having a conversation
with Keith Smith (NASF),
Roshelle Pederson
(NWCG) & NEI
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Topic 2: Identify information needs and data gaps
relevant to fire activity and emission production
from prescribed fires. How can states provide best
data to EPA for emission modeling?
 Recommendation: Assess
how big a difference there is
between authorized acres vs
actual burned acres and
then develop ways to address
the problem
 Action: John Fish (Florida
Forest Service) will bring this
issue to the fire committee
at the summer SGSF
meeting;
 Action: Alan Long
(Southern Fire Exchange)
will raise this idea as one for
possible funding through
JFSB;
 Action: Mark Melvin and
Frank Sorrells will bring the
issue up to the
state/national prescribed
fire councils.
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Topic 2: Identify information needs and data gaps
relevant to fire activity and emission production
from prescribed fires. How can states provide best
data to EPA for emission modeling?
Recommendation:
Determine whether there is
an assumption in models
currently being used that
when peat is present in a
burn location it is actually
available and being
consumed by fire
 Action: Rick Gillam will
check on the intent of the
language around peat
burns and get back with
the group (and Darryl Jones
in particular)
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Topic 3: Identify communication, outreach and
education opportunities that will improve
coordination between air and forestry staffs across
agencies

 Recommendation: Increase
information exchange between
Air Quality and Forestry
Agencies
 Action: Each state should host
an annual, state-level
coordination meeting
 Action: During Annual State
Visits, EPA will encourage
continued discussions between
state air agencies and state
forestry agencies to promote:
 Opportunities to continue
prescribed fire
 Enhancement of data
reporting for prescribed fires
 Understanding of the science
behind actual emissions from
prescribed fire
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Topic 3: Identify communication, outreach and
education opportunities that will improve
coordination between air and forestry staffs across
agencies
 Recommendation: Ensure
prescribed fire training is
available to all burners
 Action: Discuss forming a
workgroup at the June SGSF Fire
committee to:
 Evaluate course length &
alternate delivery methods
 Explore ways to recognize prior
experience and/or
certification from other states
 Evaluate tiered training –
introductory level to
advanced classes
 Identify similarities in
certification training in states
 Explore ways to increase
participation by private
landowners
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Panel Discussion

Panelists
Frank Sorrells, Georgia Forestry Commission
Rick Gillam, EPA Region 4, Air Analysis and Support Branch
Mark Melvin, Joseph W. Jones Ecological Research Center

Q1: What do State/Local Air Directors need from Fire Chiefs to
aid in decisions and protect air quality?
Q2: What can State/Local agencies contribute to expanding
the opportunity for prescribed fires?
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Going Forward
 Build upon the great work that has
been accomplished through our
SERPPAS, Southeast Prescribed Fire
Workgroup collaborations, and
Smoke Summits
 GOAL: Better information
exchange equals more optimal
decision making for Prescribed Fire
and Air Quality

